
Sanctuary Contest Guide 

I really should have thought of this sooner, but I essentially fail as a travel guide! This is a 

compilation of information the July 2013 Sanctuary Image Contest. If you complete any of the 

tiers, you’ll be in store for fabulous prizes, but if you get all three, you have the chance to be a 

part of a brand new landmark that I will undoubtedly be profiling here! So as you can imagine, it 

would be a dream come true for ME to win, but that doesn’t mean I don’t want to give everyone 

a little bit of help. So I’ve collected and cross-referenced the relevant EVE Travel entries here, 

along with any other useful information that I might find helpful. I’ll note any special restrictions 

but a full run down for any site (including region and security status of the system) is available in 

my entry at the bottom. 

Note that the contest has some rather specific rules (meaning, sadly, NONE of the images I have 

here on the site will be of any help to me), so make sure you read the above linked dev blog! 

Good luck! If you have any questions, post them the below in comments. 

Tier 1 

 Caldari Prime: I suspect they mean the view of the wreckage of the Shiigeru (found at the 

Operation Highlander Battleground beacon) but since it’s not specified anywhere, I guess 

any particular picture of the planet will do. Note that Caldari Prime is Luminaire VII. 

 Seyllin I: Note that Seyllin is 1 jump into low sec, and plan accordingly. 

 City of God: High sec site in Shastal, nothing really of note here. 

 Choonka’s Diner: Note that despite being NAMED Choonka, the diner is actually found 

in Ashab. It’s not marked by a beacon, but warping to Ashab 2 Moon 1 will find it about 

100km off the warp in. MWD/AB’s recommended! 

 Jita Monument: Beware the ever-present station campers and mind the lag. 

 Ishukone Headquarters in Malkalen: As noted, it’s in Malkalen, at the 5-1 station. It’s, 

uhh, still on fire 3 years later. So there’s that. 

 Mekhios Graveyard: Found in Sarum Prime, there’s a beacon. 

 Luminaire Graveyard: Back to Luminaire so I hope you read all the entire list before 

setting out on autopilot. 

 CONCORD Headquarters in Yulai: To be clear, it’s the CONCORD station in Yulai IX. 

This entry covers both the station and the nearby graveyard, but the Contest rules only 

mention the station itself. 

 Your ship in mid-warp: I obviously don’t have a site to link to here, but I’m confident 

you can figure it out. 

Tier 2: 

 Politely answering a question in Help channel of any language: I’ve added a “How to be 

Polite” link for those players who may need a reminder (this is EVE after all). I hang out 

in Help chat (the English one, at least) whenever I’m logged in (with or without a 

contest!), so if you see me say hi! Please mind the trolls. 

http://community.eveonline.com/news/dev-blogs/a-new-live-event-for-july
https://forums.eveonline.com/default.aspx?g=posts&t=254551&find=unread
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2013/04/14/operation-highlander-battleground/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2010/04/05/shattered-planets/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2010/01/07/city-of-god/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2010/09/04/choonkas-ship-wash/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2011/12/17/new-jita-memorial/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2010/01/04/malkalen-ishukone-corporation-factory-station/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2009/12/23/40/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2010/03/07/luminaire-graveyard/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2010/02/03/yulai-graveyard/
https://forums.eveonline.com/default.aspx?g=posts&t=256834&find=unread
http://www.simplehelp.net/2006/08/14/how-to-be-polite-while-youre-online-practicing-good-netiquette/


 Mini containers scattering in a data or relic site: Linked to a guide on the new hacking 

system. It looks like you just need to get the cans to spew spew spew. 

 Serpents Coil: A plain old high sec site again in Vilinnon, nothing really here that I need 

to note.  There are a few rats to beware of here as well. 

 Golgothan Field: Note that this one is pretty deep into low sec! Ennur is a 0.1 system.  As 

you might expect, there are a few rats. 

 R55 Colonial Ruins: Another low sec site, but this one is only two jumps into low sec, in 

Isie. 

 Prime Arkonor: Not my link, but a basic ore map. Prime Arkonor is found pretty deep in 

null sec space, so you’ve been warned! It can also be found in wormhole mining sites, so 

get that discovery scanner humming. 

 Sansha wormhole: Deep in low sec, in the system Promised Land, at planet 1. There’s no 

beacon. Go visit the EVE Gate and the Monolith while you’re at it (unless they are in 

Tier 3). 

 A sun setting over a plasma planet: Plenty of these found all over! Make it pretty! 

 Myridian Strip: Another low sec site! And like the Golgothan Fields, it’s pretty deep in, 

in the Devoid system of Ezzara.  Beware of rats! 

 Traumark Installation: This one bugs me because I’ve never found a ton of background 

on the site’s history. But that is neither here nor there for a fairly shallow (2 jump) low 

sec jaunt tucked away in Saminer.  Watch out for rats! 

Tier 3 (NOTE: There are only NINE images you need for Tier 3.  Apparently CCP decided to be 

kind to us this time around): 

 Poitot Planet I: Did you know that Poitot is the only named system in Syndicate?  For 

those unfamiliar with the history here, Goons started a meme a while back making note 

of this rather remarkable fact.  And in true Goon form, they spammed it just about 

anywhere and everywhere they could, driving some people up the wall.  Apparently CCP 

decided to do their darndest to resurrect the meme.  Note that this involves null sec 

travel! 

 Wolf-Rayet Star: Wolf-Rayet systems are found in w-space.  It’s one of 6 background 

effects, this one bumping armor resists at the expense of shields.  As you might have 

guessed by now, this means you’ll need to get to w-space in order to snap a photo. 

 Your pod on fire: Oh now you’re just being mean, CCP.  Do be careful here, this could 

end very poorly very easily.  I’d suggest using an implant-less jump clone if at all 

possible (not to mention someone you implicitly trust, if such a thing is possible in EVE). 

 Vapor Sea: Essentially Stain’s nebula.  I link to my EVE visible nebula guide here so you 

can get a feel for which background nebula it is.  Confirmed that this is the correct nebula 

(for those who don’t want to trust me on this) via this all-sky nebula survey. 

 Konrakas: I have to admit, I’ve never even HEARD of this before, but the planet has an 

entire (if short) chronicle devoted to it!  Found fairly deep in Providence (null sec alert!), 

the picture you need is of Shintaht IV. 

 10 corpses in a hangar: Nothing really to say here, other than to be VERY careful 

how/who you ask to help out with this one, lol. 

http://themittani.com/features/how-win-hacking-guide
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2010/07/03/serpents-coil/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2010/05/30/golgothan-fields/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2010/06/06/r55-colonial-ruins/
http://wiki.eveonline.com/en/wiki/Locations_of_ore_and_ice_in_space
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2011/03/06/violent-wormhole/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2009/12/17/new-eden/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2009/12/18/the-monolith/
http://evemaps.dotlan.net/region/planets
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2010/06/12/myridian-strip/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2010/02/20/traumark-installation/
https://forums.eveonline.com/default.aspx?g=posts&m=3347187
http://evemaps.dotlan.net/system/Poitot
http://wiki.eveonline.com/en/wiki/Wormhole_environment_effects#Wolf_Rayet
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/visible-nebulae-in-new-eden/
http://dl.eve-files.com/media/1111/Allskynebulaesurvey113.11.pdf
http://evemaps.dotlan.net/system/Shintaht/celestials
http://wiki.eveonline.com/en/wiki/Konrakas_%28Chronicle%29


 Steve: Ah, Steve.  Notable for being the first Titan ever built, and the first one ever blown 

up.  As tribute, CCP set up the wreck of Steve in C9N-CC where it died.  It’s fairly deep 

into Esoteria, and extensive null-sec travel is involved. 

 EVE Gate: Ahahaha you thought I was joking when I said to hold off visiting the EVE 

Gate in Tier 2, didn’t you?  No sightseeing journey in EVE is complete without visiting 

where it all began: the remains of the wormhole that brought humanity to the New Eden 

Cluster.  New Eden (the system) is at the end of a loooong low-sec pipe that is fairly 

easily camped, so you’ve been warned. 

 Monolith: Conveniently located practically next door to the EVE Gate, the Monolith can 

be found near Dead End V, Moon 5.  As noted above, Dead End is located at the end of 

the same long low-sec pipe as New Eden, so beware campers.  I believe it has its own 

beacon these days (it didn’t use to), but there are also often rats to contend with as 

well.  I’ve always enjoyed this particular Easter egg. 

 

https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2010/02/16/steve-memorial/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2009/12/17/new-eden/
https://evetravel.wordpress.com/2009/12/18/the-monolith/

